
SAN FRANCISCO PAPER

Exclusive Bay Area and San Francisco breaking news, sports, tech, and food and wine coverage, plus enhanced
coverage of Giants, 49ers and Warriors.

Bennack Jr. San Francisco Document Shredding can take care of your shredding needs as often as is
necessary. The demise of other San Francisco dailies through the late s and early s left the Examiner and the
Chronicle to battle for circulation and readership superiority. This building remains the Chronicle's
headquarters in , although other concerns are located there as well. Editor Ward Bushee's note heralded the
issue as the start of a "new era" for the Chronicle. You are given locked shred consoles at no cost to you to
keep at your location. There was little competition in the Bay Area suburbs and other areas that the newspaper
served, but as Knight Ridder consolidated the San Jose Mercury News in ; purchased Contra Costa Times now
East Bay Times in ; and while Media News Group Denver purchased all other East Bay newspapers by , the
Chronicle realized it had to step up its suburban coverage. They each featured a unique columnist, enterprise
pieces and local news specific to the community. Despite the push to focus on suburban coverage, the
Chronicle was hamstrung by the Sunday edition, which, being produced by the San Francisco-centric
"un-Chronicle" Examiner, had none of the focus on the suburban communities that the Chronicle was striving
to cultivate. Despite an illustrious and long history, the paper's news reportage is not as extensive as in the
past. In spite of, or perhaps because of the threats, the loss of readers and advertisers accelerated. In a special
section publisher Frank J. Since the Hearst Corporation took ownership in the Chronicle has made periodic
changes to its organization and design, but on February 1, , as the newspaper began its th year of publication,
the Chronicle Sunday edition introduced a redesigned paper featuring a modified logo, new section and page
organization, new features, bolder, colored section-front banners and new headline and text typography. In
February , Hearst chief executive Frank A. From on the two papers shared a single classified-advertising
operation. On July 6, , the paper unveiled some alterations to the new design that included yet newer section
fronts and wider use of color photographs and graphics. Vega described new, state-of-the-art printing
operations enabling the production of what he termed "A Bolder, Brighter Chronicle. The frequent bold-faced,
all-capital-letter headlines typical of the Chronicle's front page were eliminated. San Francisco Document
Shredding will connect you with the best shredding service options. It is an historic landmark and is the
location of the Ritz-Carlton Club and Residences. That building, known as the "Old Chronicle Building" or
the "DeYoung Building", still stands and was restored in  Mercer, who also oversees the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer. The brothers then commissioned a building from Burnham and Root at Market Street at the
corner of Third and Kearney Streets to be their new headquarters, in what became known as Newspaper Row.


